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Cautionary statement
This presentation contains certain statements that are neither reported financial results nor other historical information. These statements are
forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. These statements include information with respect to National Grid’s financial condition, its results of
operations and businesses, strategy, plans and objectives. Words such as ‘aims’, ‘anticipates’, ‘expects’, ‘should’, ‘intends’, ‘plans’, ‘believes’,
‘outlook’, ‘seeks’, ‘estimates’, ‘targets’, ‘may’, ‘will’, ‘continue’, ‘project’ and similar expressions, as well as statements in the future tense, identify
forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are not guarantees of National Grid’s future performance and are subject to
assumptions, risks and uncertainties that could cause actual future results to differ materially from those expressed in or implied by such
forward-looking statements. Many of these assumptions, risks and uncertainties relate to factors that are beyond National Grid’s ability to control
or estimate precisely, such as changes in laws or regulations, announcements from and decisions by governmental bodies or regulators
(including the timeliness of consents for construction projects); the timing of construction and delivery by third parties of new generation projects
requiring connection; breaches of, or changes in, environmental, climate change and health and safety laws or regulations, including breaches
or other incidents arising from the potentially harmful nature of its activities; network failure or interruption, the inability to carry out critical non
network operations and damage to infrastructure, due to adverse seasonal and weather conditions including the impact of major storms as well
as the results of climate change or due to unauthorised access to or deliberate breaches of National Grid’s IT systems and supporting
technology; changes in public safety concerns, including due to network failure or interruption involving National Grid or other utility providers,
and related increases in repair and emergency response activities; performance against regulatory targets and standards and against National
Grid’s peers with the aim of delivering stakeholder expectations regarding costs and efficiency savings, including those related to investment
programmes and internal transformation projects; and customers and counterparties (including financial institutions) failing to perform their
obligations to the Company. Other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those described in this announcement include
fluctuations in exchange rates, interest rates and commodity price indices; restrictions and conditions (including filing requirements) in National
Grid’s borrowing and debt arrangements, funding costs and access to financing; regulatory requirements for the Company to maintain financial
resources in certain parts of its business and restrictions on some subsidiaries’ transactions such as paying dividends, lending or levying
charges; inflation; the delayed timing of recoveries and payments in National Grid’s regulated businesses and whether aspects of its activities
are contestable; the funding requirements and performance of National Grid’s pension schemes and other post-retirement benefit schemes; the
failure to attract, train or retain employees with the necessary competencies, including leadership skills, and any significant disputes arising with
National Grid’s employees or the breach of laws or regulations by its employees; and the failure to respond to market developments and grow
the Company’s business to deliver its strategy, as well as incorrect or unforeseen assumptions or conclusions (including unanticipated costs
and liabilities) relating to business development activity, including assumptions in connection with joint ventures. For further details regarding
these and other assumptions, risks and uncertainties that may impact National Grid, please read the Strategic Report section and the ‘Risk
factors’ on pages 167 to 169 of National Grid’s most recent Annual Report and Accounts and the ‘Principal Risks and Uncertainties’ disclosure
in National Grid’s most recent Half Year Results Statement. In addition, new factors emerge from time to time and National Grid cannot assess
the potential impact of any such factor on its activities or the extent to which any factor, or combination of factors, may cause actual future
results to differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statement. Except as may be required by law or regulation, the Company
undertakes no obligation to update any of its forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date of this presentation.
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Full year results

58.1p
54.0p

3.9bn
£3.7bn

earnings per
share

11.8%

£

£

operating profit

Group Return on
Equity

42.87p
42p

dividend
per share

1.7bn

Value Added

Interim£3.5bn
scrip suspended
reflecting~3%
high take
up in August
investment
growth

Note: Adjusted results, excluding exceptional items and remeasurements for continuing operations
Constant currency figures calculated by applying the average 2015 rate ($1.58 to £1.00) to 2014 results (when the average rate was $1.62 to £1.00
All numbers include impacts of timing
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UK performance

 13.7%
 270

UK return on equity

bps RIIO incentive performance

 Totex

60% of overall incentives
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UK performance
customer benefits

 More

than £400m cumulative RIIO

savings to date
 c.50%

to reduce customer bills

 Efficiencies

creating customer

savings
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US regulated performance

 Operating
 7%

profit in line with 13/14

underlying rate base growth

 8.4%

return on equity

 Good

operating performance

US regulated activities at constant currency. Constant currency figures calculated by applying the closing 2015 rate ($1.49 to £1.00) to March 2014 balances (when the closing rate was $1.67 to £1.00)
Underlying performance excludes working capital balances
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Summary



Successful year



Balance of returns, cash and
growth performance



Strongly positioned to develop
business in changing landscape
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Our approach

Designing

Preserving

Inspiring

Investment case underpinned by responsible way we do business
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Business in the Community
Responsible business of the year 2014
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Responsible business: our people

 Improving safety
 Training academy
 Inclusion and diversity
 Employee health and
support
 Employee survey and
engagement targets
 Reward and pensions
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Inspiring for the future

Addressing a skills shortage
(STEM)
 Getting people into work


Young offenders programme

 Educating to develop skills



Over the last year:
 8,100 STEM conversations in class

 80,000 contacts through fairs
 150 Education Ambassadors
 Over 90,000 training days
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Responsible business: our customers &
communities
 Improving safety

 Affordable warmth programmes
 Energy efficiency programmes
 Minimising customer bill impacts
 Community outreach
 Charity partnerships
 Property JV: affordable housing
 Disruption & visual amenity
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Designing for the future
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Responsible business: our investors
 Corporate governance
 Board diversity
 reporting & transparency
 new remuneration & long-term
incentives
 Complementing operational excellence
with responsible business approach
 improving safety
 risk management
 ethical approach

Sustainable dividends & asset
growth
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Responsible business: our environment
 Key role enabling de-carbonisation
 connecting low carbon generation
 system operation and balancing
 Company greenhouse gas emission
reduction targets
 Material re-use and recycling
 Enhancing ecosystems
 Land remediation and re-use
 Rural biodiversity
 Embedding sustainability in decision
making
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Preserving for the future

Smart Energy Solutions program,
Worcester MA
 Most comprehensive smart grid
pilot underway in the Northeast
 Advanced communications and
automation
 2014 - new “smart” pricing plans

“put our customers in control of their
energy and do so in ways that are
easy and convenient for them”
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Embedding sustainability

A4S Chief Financial Officers’ Network is
focusing on integrating environmental and
social issues into financial decision making
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What factors might we consider?
Environmental










Social







Capital carbon
Operational carbon
Energy use
Greenhouse gases
Water use
Climate change
Waste
Land use
Visual amenity

Employees
Customers

Health and safety
Cultural heritage
Community cohesion
Volunteering
Media
Construction noise

Economic








Tax
Carbon tax
Natural capital
Skills
Employment
Ethical treatment
Transport
infrastructure

Perceptions and External
expectations of… stakeholders

Competitors

Markets

Regulators
Operating and
capital costs

Sales revenue

Supply chain risk
Reputation
and brand

Licence to
operate

Financial impacts

Operational risk
Physical risk
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Carbon interface tool
What is it? ……

What it tells us …..
A tool developed in
house to measure a
project’s carbon
footprint .

Focus …..
Key areas to help drive
reductions and implementing
change into schemes
 Steel
 Concrete
 Aluminium

Different material impacts occur in different
schemes. Substation projects have a low
intensity and gas projects a higher intensity.
Highest impacts come from civils

Targets …..

?tCO2/£m

We now understand our baseline
(190tCO2/£m) and will target reducing by
10% in the next 12 months.
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Valuing natural capital tool
It helps us to ….…..

What is it? ……

Identify Natural
Capital values and
make better
investment decisions
to secure social,
environmental and
economic returns

A tool developed with
external support that
provides us with a
common language to
engage with
stakeholders and
evaluate options

How we might use it …..
Quantify

• Natural Capital on National
Grid sites

Assess

• Ecosystem Services
provided

Value

Targets …..

• Each of these ecosystem
services

Identify

• Potential risks, opportunities
and revenues

Develop

• More informed management
decisions
20

Sustainability
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Understanding our footprint

Our role in decarbonising
the economy

Leadership in
energy policy

Reducing
society’s
emissions

Providing the
infrastructure to
decarbonise society

Our impacts and how we and
our supply chain operate

Environmental
impact from the
goods and
services we
provide

Environmental
impact from goods
and services that
are provided to us

Sustainable,
low carbon
business
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Helping to decarbonise energy

Our role in decarbonising
the economy

Leadership in
energy policy

Reducing
society’s
emissions

Providing the
infrastructure to
decarbonise society
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Affordability
Less money

Affordability
More money

Our 2014 Future Energy Scenarios

Low
Carbon
Life

No
Progression
Sustainability
Less emphasis

Gone
Green

Slow
Progression
Sustainability
More emphasis
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Low Carbon Life
Installed capacity 2020

25

Low Carbon Life
Installed capacity 2035
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Facilitating connection of low carbon generation

A ‘Low Carbon Life’ pathway to 2050:
~50%

Power
station
closures
~25%

Energy from
renewables
~15%
of total supplies by
2020

of total capacity by
2020

Share of total
end use energy

vs 2010 levels

1990
2010
2020
2030

2050

2050
1990

2010

 Policies in place to aid the
development of renewable energy
& reduction of carbon emissions

1990
2010
2020
2030
2050

2030
2020
Electricity
Gas
Oil

~0%
~800gCO2e/kWh

~0gCO2e/kWh

Carbon intensity

 Large Combustion Plant
Directive
 Industrial Emissions
Directive
 National Grid is at the heart of
connecting new generation as
existing generation plant nearing
end of working life & to be
decommissioned
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Network investment
Building the network to transport energy from new
locations
New Generation increasingly
located on coast
Wind power from Scotland

Wind power from the North &
Irish Sea
Wind power from Wales
Nuclear power
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Operating in 2020 and beyond…
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Understanding our own footprint

Our impacts and how we and
our supply chain operate

Environmental
Environmental
impact
from the
impact
from the
goods and
goodswe
and
services
services
provide we
provide
Environmental
Environmental
impact
from goods
impact
fromthat
goods
and
services
services
that
areand
provided
to us
are provided to us

Sustainable,
low carbon
business
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What are we doing - Sustainability

We’ve made additional external commitments

In the UK: Infrastructure
Carbon Review (ICR)
Initiative from HM Treasury aiming
to drive infrastructure companies
to embed carbon reduction across
activities and supply chains

A network of CFOs focusing on
integrating environmental and
social issues into financial decision
making

Embedding sustainability in decision making
32

Our contribution
A framework for environmental sustainability in National Grid

Climate
Positive

Positive about
resources

Excellent environmental performance
33

Enhancing
Ecosystems

Climate positive
 Committed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 45% by

2020 and 80% by 2050, for Scope 1 and 2 emissions
 Primary sources of our own direct emissions are fugitive and

vented natural gas from US & UK distribution systems, SF6
emissions from US & UK electricity transmission plant fuel
consumed by gas compressors and US Electricity Generation
This year we achieved 97 B in
our CDP investor response
placing us in the Carbon
Disclosure Leadership Index
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Climate positive – what have we been doing?

SF6 alternatives

Gas mains replacement

Brown fields
solar at
farms
in Massachusetts
LED to
lighting
substations

Grain heat pipe
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Engaging customers in energy efficiency in US
 Championing energy efficiency
 3.5 million customers participated in
2014
 690,000 gas (consistent with 2013)
 2.8 million electric (up 31%)

 savings of 31 million therms of gas
and 1.1 million MWHrs electricity
each year
 910,000 tons CO2e/yr avoided
 Encouraging smart energy choices
 Smart grid for 15,000 customers in
Worcester

#7
#3

 Customer and grid-facing technology
 Efficiency gains to result in reduced
customer consumption
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Positive about resources – asset recovery
Closed loop upcycling - conductor


Pilot 18t of high specification aluminium sent back to supplier to be turned
back into overhead line conductor completed



Financial value and reduced exposure to commodities price fluctuation

Asset recovery - cables


Piloted innovative directional drilling technique to remove buried
copper conductor



Recover value of material



Mitigation of residual environmental risk of asset left in ground

Material Recovery - Syracuse


Recycles transformers, cable, insulators, plastic pipe



Almost 19m lbs recovered in 13/14



New galvanizing plant to refurbish connectors
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Enhancing ecosystems
Better

Bigger



 


More
connected




L
N
R
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The Natural Grid
Enhancing rural biodiversity
Overhead line
‘V’ profile

West Bolden EEC

Coventry
substation

Llandarcy

Warwick
Bolney substation

Feckenham substation

Bacton terminal
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Ambergate

Working with
Natural England
and Wildlife Trust
to manage this
new SSSI to its
full potential
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Thorpe Marsh

Wildlife Trust – wetland habitat
enhancement

41

Wokingham

Employee volunteers led by local
Wildlife Trust to create new
pathways
42

Mitigation activities & special projects

2012

2013
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Sustainability options approach tool (SOAT)
- Scheme level assessment of its
overall sustainability impact

- Can be used at key stages of
scheme development
- Each stage has a set of questions
against which the scheme is scored
against a set criteria
- An overall scorecard is produced
similar to an energy performance
certificate
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Sustainable procurement
Policy
The Sustainable Procurement Policy underpins the strategy and is in line with
the National Grid environment policy and relevant CSR guidelines

Process
- Embed ‘Tools’ into CMT process
- Sustainability Tender Questions &
Weightings
- Sustainability contract
management KPIs

Targets
& Results

Briefings and Research

- Establish targets

- Sustainability Leads

- Measure, manage and evidence

- Cultural Training in US

- Publicise and celebrate success

- Develop Buyer and Category
Management skills

-Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)

- Lead by example

- Encourage innovation

- Drive supply base improvement

Training

- Continuous improvement
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CONTACTS
Investors
John Dawson
Andy Mead
George Laskaris
Victoria Davies
Tom Hull
Michael Ioanilli

+44 20 7004 3170
+44 20 7004 3166
+1 929 324 4710
+44 20 7004 3171
+1 917 524 4099 (m)
+44 20 7004 3006

+44 7810 831944 (m)
+44 7752 890787 (m)
+1 917 375 0989 (m)
+44 7771 973447 (m)
+44 7789 878784 (m)

Want our financial news and materials on the go?
National Grid has a free investor and media app for iOS and Android devices. Visit your App store and search ‘National Grid IR’
to download.
Twitter: Follow our investor updates @nationalgridIR
You can view or download copies of the latest Annual Report and Accounts (ARA) and Performance Summary from National
Grid’s
website
at
http://investors.nationalgrid.com
or
request
a
free
printed
copy
by
contacting
investor.relations@nationalgrid.com.

Environmental

